Reclaim the Wealth of People  
*(for food, job, wealth, health and education)*

A government who prioritizes Militarism  
don't you think got a very poor mentalism?  
the poverty, lack of education and hunger  
all of these issues and you'd still focus on your own built danger?

Reclaim, all we need to do is to reclaim  
the depth of the agonies, who should we blame?  
Nuclear weapons, bombs and ceaseless wars  
yet all you left on your own people were scars?

You, on your higher stance shall look upon your unemployed mass  
Instead of producing tons of bombs to form a loud morning bass  
Care to improve your governance, just when and how?  
Developing a better country, work it out now!

Look at your city, your uneducated men  
their sufferings are enough, just end it then  
stop, stop wasting their money on military spending  
wake, wake up, it's never ending

Hinder the war by spreading peace  
focus on your people, don't let it miss  
you're the chosen Ace, just play fair and square  
you can do better, strive hard and dare

Reclaim, reclaim people's money  
reform, let us reform humanity  
money and attention for your people, aim to spend  
all ears, love and support you should lend
They be screamin’ take care of our health
How can we do that if you had emptied our wealth?
Embrace the essence of proper governing, change your ways
Recoup the wealth of society for the better days
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